
 

 

Stay More and Play More Golf in Paradise at Four Seasons Resort Lanai 

Extend golf vacations with complimentary nights 

LANA‘I, HAWAI‘I, April 10, 2018 – There never seems to be enough time on a golf vacation, 

which is why  the spectacular Four Seasons Resort Lanai is offering “Stay Longer” options that 

can stretch a golf trip for free. An extra day or two is ideal for playing another round on the Jack 

Nicklaus Signature Manele Course as well as allowing more time to explore the island paradise.  

Situated on Lanai’s southern coast, Four Seasons Resort Lanai offers a gateway to an unspoiled 

Hawaiian escape. Off the golf course, resort activities include unlimited tennis on the Plexipave 

or Har-Tru Green Clay courts; lounging by the swimming pools or at the beach; luxury retail 

boutiques for shopping; and relaxing treatments at the spa. 

Two “Stay Longer” options have been created to help guests extend their visit, offering: 

1. A complimentary room night with every four consecutive paid nights, now through Dec. 

15, 2018. 

2. For a limited time, this summer – from June 30 to Aug. 25, 2018 – a complimentary sixth 

night is available with five paid nights. 

Golfers get more time on the Manele Course, one of the game’s great venues yet still uncrowd-

ed. The breathtaking layout is built on lava outcroppings and features three holes along rugged 

oceanside cliffs as well as views of the Pacific from all 18 holes. The back nine (Ocean nine) is so 

visually striking that the resort offers tours each Friday at sunset. 

Golfers can further enhance their stays and explore the island with the resort’s new “Love Lanai 

Unlimited Activities Pass,” for which provides guests with a selection of unlimited daily activities 

within the resort and throughout Lanai, including tours and pursuits on land, water, and in the 

air. Cost is $400 per night for two adults (includes complimentary nights). 

Recently named “Best Hotel in the USA” by U.S. News & World Report, Four Seasons Resort 

Lānaʻi features 213 guestrooms and suites in a series of low-rise buildings spread along the Pa-



 

cific coastline and surrounded by Hawaiian botanical gardens. Dining experiences include the 

signature ONE FORTY restaurant, Malibu Farm, and NOBU LANAI, as well as the amazing VIEWS 

at the golf course. 

For more information, or to make a reservation, contact Four Seasons at 1-800-321-4666, visit 

your travel professional, fourseasons.com/lanai, or join our online communities at Facebook 

@FourSeasonsResortsLanai, Twitter @fslanai, and instagram @fslanai. To contact the Manele 

Golf Course Pro Shop, call 808.565.4000. 
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